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Korea-Cambodia hold dialogue
on ‘development cooperation’

/

Click here to get Khmer Times Breaking News direct into your
Telegram

The Korea International Cooperation Agency (KOICA) and the

Cambodian Rehabilitation and Development Board of the Council for

the Development of Cambodia (CRDB/CDC) had a policy dialogue to

discuss the development cooperation for 2022-2023.
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The dialogue took place virtually under the chairmanship of Hyunjun

RHO, Country Director of KOICA Cambodia Office, and ChhiengYanara,

Minister Attached to the Prime Minister and Secretary of General of

CRDB/CDC on Tuesday.

The dialogue centered on KOICA’s activities in Cambodia such as the

achievements that took place in 2021 and plan for 2022, KOICA’s

ongoing projects, upcoming projects for 2022 and 2023, Country

Training Programmes for Cambodia for 2022-2025, request survey of

new projects for 2024, and preparation for the inauguration ceremony

of ENT Center in Preah Ang Duong Hospital (PADH).

On the occasion, ChhiengYanara welcomed Hyunjun RHO, Country

Director of KOICA Cambodia Office, as well as Deputy Country Directors

of KOICA Cambodia Office. He appreciated the achievements made by

KOICA and expressed gratitude to KOICA and the people and South

Korea government for consistently supporting Cambodia’s socio-

economic development through the implementation of projects and

programmes. He expressed his sincere thanks to the KOICA for actively

supporting Cambodia in combating against Covid-19 and facilitating

economic recovery.

Hyunjun RHO complemented the Cambodian Government, led by

Prime Minister Hun Sen, for its efforts and achievements in Cambodia’s

development especially the well-control of the spread of the Covid-19

and the achievement to provide Covid-19 vaccine to the Cambodia

people and foreigners, especially the Korean people, who are currently

residing and working in Cambodia.

Since 1991-2021, the KOICA has provided Grant Aid approximately

US$316 million to contribute to the Government in socio-economic

development by focusing on four priority sectors including water

management and public health, education, agriculture and rural

development and transportation.

For the year 2022, KOICA’s estimated grant aid to Cambodia totalled

US$20.7 million.

In the context of the Covid-19 pandemic, KOICA has been actively

supporting the Government in combating Covid-19 as well as

addressing its impacts since 2020. For the year 2022, KOICA will provide

ten more ambulances and 83,325 Covid-19 rapid test kits to the Ministry
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of Health. In addition, KOICA is considering providing more

ambulances to Cambodia in 2022.
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Military diplomacy has long been one of the

essential constituents of international
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India and OIC – A New Era of

Partnership

India’s cooperation with the Islamic

countries has seen remarkable progress in

the last decade. There have been occasions

in India when the question of joining OIC

was raised in some forums.
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Targeting India for buying Russian

oil smacks of hypocrisy

When asked about India’s plans to buy

discounted oil from Russia, White House

Press Secretary Jen Psaki said last week it

wouldn’t amount to a violation of Western

sanctions against Moscow but New Delhi

should know that history wouldn’t be kind

to it for undermining efforts to isolate

Moscow with sanctions.

Groundwater, a valuable ‘invisible’

resource

The theme for this year’s World Water Day

(March 22) —- “Groundwater: Making the

Invisible, Visible” —- could not be more

relevant for India, particularly cities.
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Famous Cambodian artist paints to

protest Ukraine war

It was a load of old rubbish in the form of a

2008 giant Naga installation on the Siem

Reap River in 2008 that helped put local

artist Leang Seckon on the international

map
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India living up to its title of

‘pharmacy of the   world’

India’s pharmaceutical industry has played

a “crucial role” during the Covid-19

pandemic and the country has cemented its

position as a “dependable nation” when it

comes to health crises

Shanghai tailors keep qipao dress

tradition alive

Zhou Zhuguang surveys his Shanghai

workshop and rows of workers

meticulously stitching high-collared

Chinese dresses known as qipao, some of

which sell for nearly $5,000.

Good Times2

An on-again, off-again year for Siem

Reap’s arts

Siem Reap’s 2020 arts and lifestyle coverage

kicked off the year on an optimistic note

that, with the wisdom of hindsight, turned

out to be somewhat ironic.
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Remaining sane while you care for

your baby

Because our baby is now at the centre of

our life, it has been mentally challenging

since even getting a good night’s sleep or a

decent meal has suddenly become a real

task.
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